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A FORMULA FOR DEVIATION FROM COMMUTATTVITY:

THE TRANSFER AND STEENROD SQUARES

RICHARD P. KUBELKA

Abstract. The ordinary cohomology transfer associated to the orbit space projec-

tion of a finite group action need not commute with stable cohomology operations.

In particular, if an even group acts on a space, the resulting transfer t will not

generally commute with the Steenrod squares, Sq'. This paper contains a formula for

the deviation from commutativity (Sq'r — rSq')x in the case of an involution. The

formula involves the restriction of x to the cohomology of the fixed point set, as well

as certain naturally occurring characteristic classes.

1. In 1968, Evens [4] gave a proof that the transfer map r: H*(H; Z/2) -»

H*(G; Z/2) in group cohomology commutes with the Steenrod squaring operations

Sq', where 77 is a subgroup of finite index in G. More recently, Becker, Gottlieb,

Dold et al. have shown that transfers t: «*(£) -* h*(B) exist for any cohomology

theory h*( ) when, for example, p: E -» B is a fibration with compact fibre. These

transfers are induced by stable maps between the two spaces in the reverse direction

and hence must commute with all stable cohomology operations, by naturality and

stability. In particular, they commute with the Sq'.

When a finite group G acts regularly on a finite simplicial complex X, we have a

transfer t: H*( X, Z/2) -» H*( X/G; Z/2) in ordinary cohomology which comes

from a chain-level map t: Cm(X/G; Z) -» C^(X; Z) [3]. If the action is free, then this

t is equal to the one that it: X -» X/G possesses by virtue of its being a covering. It

is a fact, however, [7,6] that if G does not act freely, then this transfer does not in

general commute with Steenrod squares. In consequence, it cannot be induced by a

stable map backwards as in the fibration case.

In this paper, we examine the case of a regular involution on a finite complex X

and derive a formula for the deviation from commutativity (rSq' — SqV). In

particular, this applies to any smooth Z/2-action on a compact manifold M, by [5].

We also consider briefly the modification of this formula for regular actions of

2-groups on X. The results are taken from the author's dissertation [6], written under

the direction of Professor Gregory Brumfiel at Stanford University. I would like to

thank Professor Brumfiel for his insights and help. In addition, let me thank the

referee for several useful suggestions.
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2. Suppose Z/2 acts regularly on the finite complex K. Then k — K/(Z/2) is a

complex and the orbit map it: K -> k is simplicial [2]. Let L be the fixed point set of

the involution and / = L/(Z/2) « L. After suitable subdivision, we can find «, a

regular neighborhood of /in k with deformation retractionp': « -» /.Then A7 = ir'l(n)

is an invariant regular neighborhood of L in K. If we call « = « — / and Ñ — N — L,

then w | Ñ: Ñ -» « is a double covering and it has a mod 2 characteristic class

a E //"'(«; Z/2). (Henceforth we assume that all coefficients are in Z/2.) Denote by

d* the coboundary in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad (k;n,k — I) and let

<p: L -» K be the inclusion. Finally, p': « -» / shall be the restriction of p' to «. With

these definitions we can state the following

Theorem. For each x E H*(K)

I i-i \

(Sq'r - TSq')jc = <H   2 p'*(Sq>(<p*x))a'->-'   ,
\ ;=o /

where t: H*(K) -» H*(k) is the transfer associated to m: K -* A:. (Afoíe í«aí we

idenii/)' #*L w/f« 77*/.)

The proof uses some results of Bott [1], where he shows that the Sq' may actually

be constructed using a kind of transfer from the Smith sequence of an involution.

3. Suppose that M C K is a Z/2-invariant subcomplex and m is its image under it.

Then Smith theory gives us two long exact sequences

(1) -*H'(K, M)^H'(k, mU l)^>Hi+x(k, m)^Hi+x(K, Af ) -» ,

- H'(K, MUL) ^H¡(k, m U /)

(2)
^Hi+X(k, m U l)"-+Hi+x(K, MUL)-*,

which are natural with respect to equivariant simplicial maps between pairs of

Z/2-spaces. In addition, when AÍ = 0, the diagram shown in Figure 1 commutes

[!]•

(The upper horizontal line and right-hand vertical line in the figure are the exact

sequences of the pairs (K, L) and (k, I) respectively.) We also have the important

fact thaty'*A* = t, the ordinary transfer homomorphism for it: K -» k [6].

Hl(k)        =     Hl(k)

iir* i

H\K,L)     -     H'(K)       *-*     Hl(L) -    Hi+X(K,L)

II U« IS' II

H'(K,L)     ^     H'(k,l)      *     Hi+X(k,l)     -»    Hi+X(K,L)

iv iv*

/7'+1()t)     =      77'+1(fc)

Figure 1
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Bott studies the special case of K = X X X, for X a finite complex. This K is

triangulated and subdivided so that the involution t(x, y) = (y, x) becomes a

regular action, and the foregoing sequences are applied (with M = 0 ). He demon-

strates in this case

Proposition [1, p. 588].

(3) A*Sq'-Sq'A* = pSq'-'A*.    D

In fact, this proposition is true for a regular Z/2-action on any finite complex K.

Proof. Consider the map f:K->KXK given by fix) = (x, tx), where t E Z/2

is the generator. If Z/2 acts on K X K by the flip involution as above, then / is

clearly equivariant. Furthermore, we have f*(a X 1) = a for each a G H*(K).

Assertion (3) for K now follows from the corresponding statement for KX K,

together with the naturality of /.    D

One should note that if K X K is triangulated so that the diagonal ( = fixed point

set of the flip involution) is a subcomplex, then / is not generally simplicial. Thus to

insure that/is natural, we switch to Cech cohomology [2].

From (3) we get immediately that

xSq' - Sq'r =y*pSq'-'A* = rSq'-'A*.

An easy induction, however, then proves that Sq*A* = 2*=0p^A*Sq*~-', and so

/-i

TSq' - Sq'r = v 2 pJA*Sq'-'-A
7 = 0

The equalities pA* = 8*<p* and j*8* = 0 are consequences of the "cross diagram"

above and they imply that

i-l 1-2

(4) rSq' - Sq'r = j*  2 nJ8*Sq'-'-l<p* =7> 2 /iy«*Sq'->-V-
7=0 7=0

This, as we shall see, is just the conclusion of our theorem in disguise.

Lemma. Lef M — N, m = « in (2), where N and « are the regular neighborhoods

described in §2. 77ie« we have

j'*pJ8*a = d*(q*aaJ),

for each a E H*(n U /) = 77*(n). Here q*: H*(n) -* 77*(«) is the restriction, 8*:

H*(n) -* H*+X(k, n) andj'*: H*(k, «) - H*(k).

Proof. To start with, excision yields the following commutative square.

77*(«)     C     H* + X(k,n)

q"i i J, m

H*(ñ)     -i     H* + x(k-l,ñ)

This, together with naturality in (2), gives j'*¡xJ8*a =j'*i~xnJ8xq*a. But it: (K —

L, Ñ) -* (k — I, «) is a double covering of pairs, since we have removed the fixed
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point set. Therefore (2) reduces in this case to the Smith-Gysin sequence

-* W(k - l, «)^7/'(Jr - L, N)^H'(k - I, n)^Hi+x(k - I, «) -» .

Here t is the transfer and p(x) = xß, ß E Hx(k — I) being the characteristic class

of the double cover (K — L) -» (k — I). Furthermore, ß | « = a. Therefore,

j'*uJ8*a =j'*rxuJ8xq*a = j'*i'x8x{q*a)ßj

= j'*rx8x(q*aaJ) = d*(q*aaJ).    D

Since N U L — N and « U / = «, we have

-*H'(K,N)     ^     H'(k,n)     ^     Hi+X(k,n)     C     Hi+X(K,N)-*

r*l« y*J,« y*l* r*i«

-*H'(K,L)      -»     77'(jfc,/)      £     Hi+X(k,l)     C     Hi+X(K,L)^
A'

the vertical maps being isomorphisms because L E N and / C « are homotopy

equivalences.

Corollary. j*nJ8*a = d*(p'*aaJ) for every a E H*(l), where 8*: H*(l) -»

77*+1(fc, /) am//*: #*(£, /) -> 77*(it); p': « -* / ¿5 /«e restriction of the retraction p':

n^l.

Proof. Applying the lemma top'*a, we obtain j'*rii8*p'*a = d*(q*p'*aai). But

/* =7*7* and i*p'* = p"*, so

d*(p'*aaJ) =j*y*nJ8*p'*a = j*nJy*8*p'*a =j*^8*s*p'*a,

where j*: H*(n) -» 77*(/) is the restriction. Since p' is a retraction, it follows that

j*p'* = id, and thus the corollary is proven.    D

Applying this corollary to (4), we find that

1-2

(rSq' - Sq'r)* = /*  2 P7+lS*Sq'-'~V*
7 = 0

(5) =d*l 2V*(Sq'"y~V,*)«/+I

= á* j2 /»'•(SqVjc)«'-7"' ).

for each * G H*(X), so we are done.    D

4. Since the Z/2-action involved is only required to be simplicial, we may attempt

to use our theorem iteratively for actions of groups more complicated than Z/2.

Namely, suppose G is a 2-group with composition series G — G0D GXD • • • D G„

= Z/2, and thus Gj/GJ+x » Z/2, j = 0,... ,n - 1. If G acts simplicially on X, then

so does each GL Let iry. X -» AyGy be the orbit projection and call the associated
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transfer r¡. Now Gj/Gj+X « Z/2 acts on X/GJ+l and the natural map between orbit

spaces pf. X/GJ+, -» X/Gj is just the orbit projection corresponding to this action.

Denote its transfer by rj. We have itj — pj ° ttj+] and Tj = tJ ° t/+1. (Note that all of

the actions involved are first made regular by taking iterated barycentric subdivi-

sions of X [2].)

In principle, the theorem then yields a formula for (Sq'ir — ir Sq' )x by downward

induction, provided we know t¿ for each k:

(6)       (Sq'r,. - T,Sq'> = (Sq'r/ - r/Sq')(T,+ 1x) + ry'(Sq<ry+l ~ rJ+lSq')x.

On the right-hand side, (Sq'T7+l - Ty+1Sq')x: is known by the inductive hypothesis,

and we get (Sq'ir' — r/Sq') from the theorem, since rj arises from an involution.

Moreover, we can start the induction since t„ also comes from a Z/2-action.

For a general 2-group action, this formula is apt to be quite unwieldy owing to the

jumble of different fixed point sets for the various Gj/Gj+X actions. In special cases,

however, we sometimes get simplification.

Example. Suppose a 2-group G acts semifreely on X, then

(Sq'r - TSq')x = d*\  2 P'*SqJ(tp*x)r¿ ° r[ ° ••• o <_,(«'->-»)
\v=o

Semifreeness implies that the fixed point set of Gn — F — fixed point set of G, and

that TTj(F)<^F is the fixed point set of Gj_x/Gj for each /. Let n be a

regular neighborhood of Tt0(F); set N = ir^x(n) E X and N' = pn(N) —

(Po° '" ° Pn-i)"'(") c X/Gn- Denote by Ñ, Ñ' and « the intersections (X - F)

fl N, (X/G„ - F) n TV' and (X/G - F) D «. Then a in the above formula is the

mod 2 characteristic class of the double cover tt„ \ Ñ: Ñ -» 7v"; p':ñ^> F is the

restriction of the deformation retraction p': n -» F«¡ it0(F) and d* is the Mayer-

Vietoris coboundary for the triad (X/G; (X/G - F), «).

The key fact used in demonstrating this example is that

(Sq'T/-T/'Sq')(Ty+1x) = 0

in (6) for each/. This is so because our theorem asserts that this deviation from

commutativity depends on the restriction (rj+lx)\ Fj+X, where F+I is the fixed point

set of Gj/GJ+x in X/Gj+X. But in this special case FJ+i = F and (rJ+xx)\ F —

t,+1(*| F) = 0, since TtJ+x \ F: F -» F is the identity, while rJ+í ° ir*+x =0 (mod2).

This trick actually only requires that Fj D F+1, so we could use it for an arbitrary

action of Z/2r on X, for example.

The remainder of the example's verification is just a naturality argument. What is

important in the resulting formula is that the odd-looking term

t0' o t,' « ■ • • o T¿_,(a/~'/_1) is really only dependent on the transfer /: 77*G„ -> 77*G

in group cohomology, since it0: Ñ -> « is a principal G-bundle by the semifreeness

assumption, and characteristic class data pulls back from H*BC. Thus if we know

this transfer /, the formula in the example is no more complicated than the one in

the main theorem.
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